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Abstract
We show that the class of Cohen–Macaulay complexes, that of complexes with constructible subdivisions, and that of complexes
with shellable subdivisions differ from each other in every dimension d2. Further, we give a characterization of two-dimensional
simplicial complexes with shellable subdivisions, and show also that they are constructible.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the study of the combinatorial properties of simplicial complexes, one of the central ideas is to discuss how the
complex can be decomposed combinatorially into pieces, or equivalently, how the complex can be constructed from
the pieces by a recursive rule. Constructibility, shellability, and vertex decomposability are well-known among such
concepts. For pure simplicial complexes, these concepts which all imply Cohen–Macaulayness form the following
hierarchy:
Cohen.Macaulay ⇐ constructible ⇐ shellable ⇐ vertex decomposable.
See [1] for deﬁnitions and details of these properties as well as terminology on simplicial complexes. Although
shellability and vertex decomposability are deﬁned for nonpure simplicial complexes [2], constructibility is deﬁned
only for pure cases and currently no good generalization for nonpure complexes is known. Thus in this paper we only
consider pure cases.
When we restrict ourselves in the class of triangulated (closed) manifolds, the hierarchy becomes




where all the implications except “shellable ⇒ constructible” are known to be strict; see [1,4]. (The existence of
nonshellable but constructible spheres is open, though there are such examples for balls.) But if we allow subdivisions
for these combinatorial classes, we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. For a triangulated manifold M, the following are equivalent:
(i) M is a PL-sphere,
(ii) M has a subdivision which is constructible,
(iii) M has a subdivision which is shellable,
(iv) M has a subdivision which is vertex decomposable,
(v) M has a subdivision which is polytopal.
Proof. (iv) ⇒ (iii) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (i) and (v) ⇒ (iii) are immediate from the hierarchy. (iii) ⇒ (iv) is shown from the fact
that every barycentric subdivision of a shellable complex is vertex decomposable (see [2]). (i) ⇒ (v) is shown from
the argument in [3]. 
This theorem shows that the classes of constructible, shellable, and vertex decomposablemanifolds are the same from
a topological viewpoint, though they are different from a combinatorial viewpoint. The situation, however, becomes
different for general pure simplicial complexes. The part of (iii) ⇔ (iv) still holds for general pure simplicial complexes,
but (ii) ⇒ (iii) cannot be shown because the use of (i) ⇒ (v) works only for manifolds.
In this paper, we discuss the classes of simplicial complexes with shellable and constructible subdivisions without
restriction to manifolds. In Section 2 we show that the classes of Cohen–Macaulay complexes, that of complexes with
constructible subdivisions, and that of complexes with shellable subdivisions differ from each other in all dimensions
d2. Further, in Section 3 we give a characterization of simplicial complexes with shellable subdivisions in dimension
2. Especially we show that a two-dimensional simplicial complex has shellable subdivisions if and only if its second
barycentric subdivision is shellable. This can never be generalized for higher dimensions because it is known that
for every d3 and n0 there exist PL-d-spheres whose nth barycentric subdivision is not shellable [6] though they
have shellable subdivisions. We also show that two-dimensional simplicial complexes with shellable subdivisions are
constructible.
2. Subdivisions and constructibility
The dunce hat and its triangulation is shown in Fig. 1. It is not difﬁcult to see that the dunce hat is Cohen–Macaulay,
contractible, and without boundary. The following proposition is known.
Proposition 2 (Stanley [7, Section III. 2, p. 84]). If a d-dimensional simplicial complex is contractible and it has no
boundary, then it is nonshellable. Especially, any triangulation of the dunce hat is nonshellable.
In the following we show that the triangulations of the dunce hat are nonconstructible. But in showing this, the fact
that it is contractible and has no boundary is not enough.
For a two-dimensional simplicial complex, the link of a vertex is a one-dimensional simplicial complex, i.e., a graph.
We say a vertex is splittable if the graph appearing as its link has a cut-vertex, where a cut-vertex is a vertex of a graph
such that the removal of the vertex increases the number of connected components. In any triangulation of the dunce












Fig. 1. The dunce hat.













Fig. 2. Nonconstructible example which is contractible with no boundary.
We show the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Acontractible two-dimensional simplicial complexCwith atmost one splittable vertex is nonconstructible.
Especially, no triangulation of the dunce hat is constructible.
We remark that the assumption that C has at most one splittable vertex implies that C has no boundary. Thus the
assumption of this theorem is strengthened from that of Proposition 2.
Proof. Assume thatC is constructible. ThenC should be divided into two two-dimensional constructible subcomplexes
C1 and C2 with C1 ∪ C2 = C such that C1 ∩ C2 is a one-dimensional constructible complex, i.e., a connected graph.
First, note that we have ˜(C) = ˜(C1) + ˜(C2) − ˜(C1 ∩ C2), where ˜(C) is the reduced Euler characteristics of C.
Next, we observe that the graph C1 ∩ C2 is not a tree. This follows from the fact that a tree has at least two end
vertices and an end vertex of C1 ∩ C2 is always a splittable vertex in C. From this we have ˜(C1 ∩ C2)< 0.
Finally, we have ˜(C) = 0, because C is contractible.
By gathering these three relations, we conclude that one of ˜(C1) and ˜(C2) should be negative. This contradicts
the assumption that C1 and C2 are constructible, because (−1)d ˜ is nonnegative for all Cohen–Macaulay complexes,
where d is the dimension of the complex. (We have (−1)d ˜ = hd+1, and the h-vector of a Cohen–Macaulay complex
is nonnegative; see [7].) 
We remark that Theorem 3 also holds for two-dimensional regular CW complexes. Also we remark that contractible
standard polyhedra always satisfy the condition of Theorem 3. (For the deﬁnition of “standard polyhedra” (or “special
polyhedra”), see, for example, [5]. “Bing’s house with two rooms” is an example.)
Because the dunce hat is Cohen–Macaulay, this theorem implies the following corollary.
Corollary 4. The class of Cohen–Macaulay simplicial complexes and that of simplicial complexes with constructible
subdivisions differ in every dimension n2.
Proof. Let C be a simplicial complex, and D = v ∗ C a cone over C where the apex v is a new vertex. Then for
any subdivision D′ of D, linkD′(v) is isomorphic to a subdivision of C. From this we conclude that if C has no
constructible subdivision then v ∗ C has no constructible subdivision, because any link of a constructible complex
should be constructible, see [1, Section 11.2]. On the other hand, v ∗ C is Cohen–Macaulay if and only if C is
Cohen–Macaulay. Thus the (n − 2)-fold cone over the dunce hat is an example for the statement. 
Because Theorem 3 uses stronger condition than Proposition 2, it is natural to ask whether being contractible and
having no boundary imply nonconstructibility or not. To answer this question, we give the following counterexample.
Example 5. The two-dimensional simplicial complex shown in Fig. 2 is constructible. In fact, if we divide the complex
into two pieces by the bold line shown in the ﬁgure, both parts are easily veriﬁed to be shellable (thus constructible).
The intersection of the two parts, made of four edges, is constructible, too.




















































Fig. 3. Subdivision and shellability.
By this division, the two parts (shown in the right) are both contractible, and the intersection of these two parts is
also contractible. Thus it is easy to see that this complex is contractible. Because this complex has no boundary, this
shows that to be contractible without boundary does not imply nonconstructibility. Note that this example has exactly
two splittable vertices (1 and 2). Thus the condition “at most one splittable vertex” in the previous theorem is sharp.
This example is contractible without boundary, thus it has no shellable subdivision by Proposition 2. Thus we have
the following corollary.
Corollary 6. The class of simplicial complexes with constructible subdivisions and that of simplicial complexes with
shellable subdivisions differ in every dimension n2.
Proof. The construction for higher dimensions is the same as Corollary 4. (Any link of a shellable simplicial complex
is shellable, see [1, Section 11.2].) 
3. Shellability and subdivisions
In this section we discuss on simplicial complexes which admit shellable subdivisions. First, the following exam-
ple shows that the class of shellable simplicial complexes and that of simplicial complexes which admit shellable
subdivisions are different.
Example 7. See the two-dimensional simplicial complex C in the left of Fig. 3. The boundary of this complex consists
of only one edge 3 8. Thus, because this complex is contractible, the facet 1 3 8 is the only one which is able to be the
last facet in a shelling. (In a shelling F1, . . . , Ft of a contractible complex, (F1 ∪ · · · ∪Fi−1)∩Fi does not equal to the
whole boundary of Fi for every i2, see [7, Section III.2, p. 84].) But this facet cannot be the last one in any shelling
because the complex generated by the facets of C other than 1 3 8 is nonshellable. Thus C is nonshellable.
However, if we subdivide this simplicial complex as shown in the ﬁgure on the right by the bold line, this complex
becomes shellable.An example of a shelling is shown by the small numbering in the same ﬁgure. (Remark: this example
(left ﬁgure) is also an example of constructible but nonshellable simplicial complexes.)
The following theorem gives a characterization of the two-dimensional simplicial complexes which have shellable
subdivisions.
Theorem 8. For a two-dimensional simplicial complex C, the following are equivalent.
(i) C has a shellable subdivision.
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Fig. 4. Simulate shellings by collapsing.
Fig. 5. Second barycentric subdivision.
(ii) The second barycentric subdivision sd2(C) of C is shellable.
(iii) The link of each vertex of C is connected, and C becomes simplicially collapsible after removing ˜(C) facets.
(Here, “removing a facet” means removing a two-dimensional face without removing the low-dimensional faces
in its boundary.)
We remark that this theorem contains the statement that if a two-dimensional simplicial complex has a shellable
subdivision, it becomes shellable after taking barycentric subdivisions just twice (constant number of times). This is
not the case for three- and higher dimensional cases: [6] shows that, for any given d3 and n0, we can construct
PL-d-sphere whose nth barycentric subdivisions are nonshellable, while [3] shows that every PL-sphere has a shellable
subdivision.
Proof. (ii) ⇒ (i) is trivial.
(i) ⇒ (iii): If C has a shellable subdivision C′, that the link of each vertex is connected is immediately shown from
the fact that this holds for the shellable subdivision C′. To show that it becomes simplicially collapsible after removing
˜(C) facets, ﬁrst we note that the number of homology facets (i.e., the facet Fi such that (F1 ∪ · · · ∪Fi−1)∩Fi equals
to the whole boundary of Fi in the shelling) is ˜(C) (=˜(C′)) and they can be moved to the last of the shelling. Thus
we can assume we have a shelling F1, . . . , Fm, Fm+1, . . . , Ft of C′ such that ˜(
⋃m
i=1Fi) = 0 and Fm+1, . . . , Ft are
all homology facets with t − m = ˜(C). From this we can see that C′ has the property that it becomes simplicially
collapsible after removing ˜(C) homology facets by simulating reverse shelling by collapsing as in Fig. 4. Next, we
observe that each facet ofC contains at most one homology facet of this shelling ofC′. This is easily shown from the fact
that a shellable complex is simply connected if the dimension 2. Now we use the fact that simplicial collapsibility
does not depend on the way of collapsing if the dimension 2 (see for example [5, p. 20]). That is, if the complex is
known to be collapsible, we can choose any free face to be collapsed in each step and never get stuck until it is collapsed
into one point. By using this property, we can change the way of collapsing of
⋃m
i=1 Fi such that ﬁrst ˜(C) facets of C
are removed and then the free faces of C are collapsed one by one in a way of simplicial collapsing of C, which shows
that C becomes simplicially collapsible after removing ˜(C) facets.
(iii) ⇒ (ii): Let C satisfy the conditions of (iii), and show that its second barycentric subdivision sd2(C) is shellable.
Note that after removing ˜(C) facets, the link of each vertex should still be connected from the requirement that it is
collapsible. (If it has a vertex with disconnected link after the removal of facets, then the resulting complex should
have a nontrivial fundamental group, which is a contradiction.) To show that sd2(C) is shellable, ﬁrst observe that the
facets of sd2(C) can be grouped as usual as in Fig. 5 such that each group represents a face of C. Then we simulate the
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removal of ˜(C) facets and collapsing by a reverse way of a shelling.
• For a removal of a facet, we just remove the group of facets corresponding to it, for example, in clockwise order
starting from any facet.
• For collapsing of a pair of faces G ⊂ F , we remove the group corresponding to G ﬁrst and then that corresponding
to F. To assure that such removing can be done in a way of a reverse shelling for the case dim F = 1 and dim G= 0,
we use the assumption that the link of G is connected. (The case dim F = 2 and dim G = 1 is straightforward.)
And ﬁnally after C is collapsed to one vertex, we remove the group of facets corresponding to the vertex in a reverse
shelling way. This is again possible because the link of this vertex is connected. 
We have the following corollary.
Corollary 9. If a two-dimensional simplicial complex C has a shellable subdivision, then C is constructible.
Proof. We assume that C satisﬁes the condition (iii) of Theorem 8 and show that C is constructible. First, observe that
we only need to show that it is constructible after removing ˜(C) facets.Also we remark that if C satisﬁes the condition
(iii), then after removal of ˜(C) facets, it still satisﬁes that the link of each vertex is connected, as observed in the proof
of Theorem 8. Thus it is enough to show that if a pure two-dimensional simplicial complex C itself is simplicially
collapsible and the link of each vertex is connected, then C is constructible.
We use induction on the number of facets. (The induction base trivially holds.) Assume C is collapsible and G ⊂ F
(dim F = 2 and dim G = 1) is the ﬁrst pair of faces to be removed in the ﬁrst step of the collapsing. Let C′ be a
simplicial complex generated by facets of C other than F, v the vertex of F not contained in the edge G of F. If linkC′(v)
is connected, then C′ is constructible by the induction hypothesis, and this implies that C is also constructible. If
linkC′(v) is disconnected, one of the edge v z of F containing v divides C into two parts D1 and D2. Here it is easy
to see that both D1 and D2 are simplicially collapsible. Also in both D1 and D2 the link of each vertex is connected.
Thus we conclude that D1 and D2 are constructible, which implies that C is constructible. 
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